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Descriptive Summary

Title: American Flags Collection

Dates: 20th century

Collection Number: SC.35

Creator/Collector:

Extent: 21 American flags and related ephemera.

Repository: California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections

Fullerton, California 92834-4150

Abstract: The American Flags Collection includes actual flags as well as related flag ephemera.

Language of Material: English

Access

The collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation

American Flags Collection. California State University, Fullerton. University Archives and Special Collections

Acquisition Information

The collection was created in 1969 by then special collections librarian Linda Herman as a memorial to her father Orel Herman.

Scope and Content of Collection

There are flags and flag ephemera in two drawers of the grey metal map cases near the rare maps drawers against the wall of PLS-352.